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In this informational text, Steven Henn explores why fewer women are coding and pursuing careers in
computer science. As you read, take notes on boys’ experiences using and accessing computers.

Modern computer science is dominated by men.
But it hasn’t always been this way.

A lot of computing pioneers — the people who
programmed the first digital computers — were
women. And for decades, the number of women
studying computer science was growing faster
than the number of men. But in 1984, something
changed. The percentage of women in computer
science flattened, and then plunged, even as the
share of women in other technical and
professional fields kept rising.

What happened?

We spent the past few weeks trying to answer this question, and there’s no clear, single answer.

But here’s a good starting place: The share of women in computer science started falling at roughly the
same moment when personal computers started showing up in U.S. homes in significant numbers.

These early personal computers weren’t much more than toys. You could play pong or simple shooting
games, maybe do some word processing. And these toys were marketed almost entirely to men and
boys.

This idea that computers are for boys became a narrative. It became the story we told ourselves about
the computing revolution. It helped define who geeks were, and it created techie culture.

Movies like Weird Science, Revenge of the Nerds and War Games all came out in the ‘80s. And the plot
summaries are almost interchangeable: awkward geek boy genius uses tech savvy1 to triumph over
adversity and win the girl.

In the 1990s, researcher Jane Margolis interviewed hundreds of computer science students at Carnegie
Mellon University, which had one of the top programs in the country. She found that families were
much more likely to buy computers for boys than for girls — even when their girls were really
interested in computers.

[1]

[5]

1. having practical understanding or knowledge of something
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This was a big deal when those kids got to college. As personal computers became more common,
computer science professors increasingly assumed that their students had grown up playing with
computers at home.

Patricia Ordóñez didn’t have a computer at home, but she was a math wiz in school.

“My teacher realized I was really good at solving problems, so she pulled me and this other boy out to
do special math,” she says. “We did math instead of recess!”

So when Ordóñez got to Johns Hopkins University in the ‘80s, she figured she would study computer
science or electrical engineering. Then she took her first intro class — and found that most of her male
classmates were way ahead of her because they’d grown up playing with computers.

“I remember this one time I asked a question and the professor stopped and looked at me and said,
‘You should know that by now,’” she recalls. “And I thought ‘I am never going to excel.’” 2

In the ‘70s, that never would have happened: Professors in intro classes assumed their students came
in with no experience. But by the ‘80s, that had changed.

Ordóñez got through the class but earned the first C of her life. She eventually dropped the program
and majored in foreign languages.

More than a decade later, though, she returned to computers. She found a mentor, and eventually got
a Ph.D. in computer science. Now she’s an assistant professor of computer science at the University of
Puerto Rico.

[10]

[15]

2. Excel (verb): to be really good at an activity or subject
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Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. PART A: Which statement expresses the central idea of the text?
A. While women initially programmed digital computers, they were pushed out of

their jobs in favor of men continuing their work.
B. Women fell behind men in computer science because boys were often

encouraged and enabled to play with personal computers.
C. When personal computers were developed, the games for boys helped them

develop technical skills while the games for girls were useless.
D. From the very beginning, women were not encouraged to play or work with

computers, as technology was considered to be for men.

2. PART B: Which detail from the text best supports the answer to Part A?
A. “And for decades, the number of women studying computer science was

growing faster than the number of men.” (Paragraph 2)
B. “These early personal computers weren’t much more than toys. You could play

pong or simple shooting games, maybe do some word processing.” (Paragraph
6)

C. “And the plot summaries are almost interchangeable: awkward geek boy genius
uses tech savvy to triumph over adversity and win the girl.” (Paragraph 8)

D. “Then she took her first intro class — and found that most of her male
classmates were way ahead of her because they’d grown up playing with
computers.” (Paragraph 13)

3. What is the author’s main purpose in the text?
A. to explore one of the reasons why the number of women in computer science

dropped
B. to encourage women to pursue careers and studies in computer science
C. to show how women’s experiences with personal computers compare to men’s
D. to show readers what they can do to increase the number of women in

computer science

4. How does paragraph 8 contribute to the development of ideas in the text?
A. It shows readers why boys tend to like computers more than girls.
B. It helps readers understand how the idea developed that computers are for

boys.
C. It explains to readers why girls chose not to buy computers for themselves.
D. It shows readers what it was like growing up as a geek boy and girl in the ‘80s.
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5. According to the article, what is the relationship between owning a personal computer and
later success in computer science?
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Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. Do you think girls who are in school now continue to be discouraged from showing an
interest in computers and other forms of technology? Why or why not?

2. In what ways were the gaming and television industries being prejudice towards girls when
they created the “geek boy” narrative? Why couldn’t there be geek girls? Describe a time
when you have been discouraged from taking part in an activity because of your gender.

3. In the text, Patricia Ordóñez switched her major after her experiences in her computer
science class. How did she eventually overcome her negative experiences in her computer
science class? Describe a time when you ignored others’ opinions to do something that was
important to you.
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